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PRESIDENTS REPORT
It is with regret that I have to report to you, the members
that Bill King has resigned from his position on the
committee due to ill health.
I wish to make a public thank you to Bill for the many
years that he has served on the committee and the many
responsibility hats he wore. Bill was active in the safety
committee and was a willing day controller at many
picnics, parties and open days. Also he has been the
keeper of the keys; a responsibility he is still willing to do
until after the alterations are completed. Thank you Bill
for your time served.
Murray Wright has been elected by the committee to fill
the vacancy left by Bill’s departure.
Murray is an enthusiastic member and is deeply involved
with the Tethered Cars and will bring, I’m sure, the
interests of that group to the committee.
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As I sit writing this the alterations are well underway with
the Kitchen and Staircase. I have called in and had a look
and although in a very raw state it is easy to see that these
alterations will bring about a welcome change to our
clubroom environment.
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SCALE RAILWAY
Layout Developments
(N scale) The only news on the N scale layout
this time is that it is now covered up and should
remain that way until the building work on the
staircase and the kitchen is completed so if you
wanted to run your N scale rolling stock, sorry,
but you won’t be able to for some time.

(HO layout) As reported previously, Murray
Gibb has run a network cable from the
command station on the N scale layout over to
the location of the main booster on the HO
layout. He also installed some relays in the
“dispatchers control panel” that would allow a
trial run with DCC on the main lines. This trial
run was to take place at our Tuesday night
meeting on 24th June but after making the
required connections it was found that there
was no DCC voltage on the main lines. After
some investigation it was decided that the
problem was in the Data cable between the two
layouts. In his usual unflustered manner
Murray he would replace the cable on the
following Thursday. He did this and the
changes were followed by a successful test run
of a DCC equipped loco’ on both “red” and
“blue” main lines so we are well on the way but
there should be a current limiting system
installed (light bulb in series) before we can
have a number of loco’s on each line. Thanks
are due to the team that is carrying out these
modifications; Murray Gibb, Brian Niven,
James Tamis, and recently Craig MacDonell.
Thanks guys. By the way, as the HO layout is
adequately protected by the pull down curtains
it can remain in use during the building work.

GROUP GET TOGETHERS
Boat Group Wednesday Following the General
Meeting 7.30pm
Engineering Third Monday 7.30pm
Scale Railway Each Tuesday 7.30pm
Thursday Toilers 9.30 am to 4pm Weekly

(Modular layout) As reported last time, work has
started on the Dunedin Station module and we have
purchased some straight track and some large
radius turnouts to provide a better entry to the
suburban platforms. Some Selleys “Permafiller”
has been applied to begin restoration of the track
bed. Brenton Golder of Coast Models has supplied
the track and points and is currently negotiating
with DCC Concepts in Australia to establish an
agency for their products. If he is successful he
will then order a “6 pack” of their cobalt point
motors to get us started.

JUNE MEETING I informed those present that
Brenton Golder of Coast Models is to become an
agent for DCC Concepts which means that those
who wish to convert HO locos to DCC will have
easy access to their range of decoders etc. I also
reminded everyone that Coast Models carries a
very good range of modelling materials and has
ready access to most manufacturers loco’s and
rolling stock including Hornby and Athern.
Ferg Chalmers gave us a demonstration of a DCC
controlled, sound equipped, steam loco (on a short
test track this time) and Selwyn Bennett showed us
a set of coal hoppers in “as new” condition that he
had purchased on Trade me.

I have been a bit slack with the camera this month
and didn’t take any shots on meeting night so to
satisfy the editors craving for pictures I went out to
the shed a took one to show that I have made some
progress on my P4 layout of the Swanage branch.
This led me to think that maybe we could put some
pictures of other “home” layouts in future
newsletters. If you would like to feature your
layout let me know.

CONROD IS PRINTED BY
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WICKLIFFE PRESS
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11 Glenelg Street,
Kaikorai 901603-466 5100
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TETHERED CARS REPORT

Section of John’s P4 Layout
Other work that is ongoing at the moment is the
refurbishment of the NZ120 scale model of the
Dunedin Railway Station and its yards.
This refurbishment is mostly to do with the track and
the environs more so than the model of the station
itself.
New sections of track and points are to be laid

Chris Kennedy has had another successful trip to
Brisbane for the Queensland Championships on the
7th of June. He came first and bettered his own New
Zealand record by recording a speed of 285.17kph
.with his 3.5cc A grad Class car. This was
6.663kph better than his previous record.
Chris also achieved a second placing in the
nominated speed competition with his Yellow Hot
Rod No207.
Chris also took the opportunity to visit the
Queensland Model Engineering Society on the
Sunday. He was privileged to have the chance to
drive a 5 inch Speedy built by the owner John Elsol.
Murray Wright’s BRM is now finished and is ready
to be tested on the track. He has completed a very
impressive paint job on the car. He is hoping to
organise a Sunday running day soon to test his car.
He will ring around to ask for interested members to
come along. A minimum of 4 members would be
required.
Cheers
Mel

Murray is keen to set up a group of Tethered Car
enthusiasts who may want to run their cars on a fine
weekend. It is thought that the group would be based
on a ring around system much the same as the mid
week boaties operate.
It appears that for safety and operational needs a
minimum of four members would be required.
Editor

The beautiful scale model of the Dunedin Railway
Station built by the late John Rapard
By John Knight
Group Leader

NEXT MEETING
MONDAY
14TH JULY 2014
A Demonstration On Carving
By Murray Vince
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FOR SALE
Some of the members at May running day

Metal Cut Off Rig
Bob Newbury has the below item for sale.
It is a unit to mount your angle grinder in and then
with a suitable disc fitted it becomes a Cut Off
Machine. Very handy for those small cut off jobs
we do.
Bob says any reasonable offer is to be accepted
and the money to go into club funds.
Generous offer Bob.
Murray proudly shows off his BRM

GLOW MOTOR
For Sale
Colour is required to appreciate the picture but it is
a great looking paint job

3 1/2cc K & B outboard glow motor never
used still in box
$150.00
Colin Downing 4542528.
SEALED ENVELOPE SILENT
AUCTION
Just a reminder to get your bids in for the
items that have been advertised.
You can of course hand it in to the
Secretary at the meeting.

Chris at the controls of a “Speedy” whilst in
Australia

Auction concludes July General Meeting
Monday 14th
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SEALED ENVELOPE SILENT AUCTION
Items offered can be viewed by contacting the President Brian McCurdy, Jon Winton or Gary Douglas
Place your bid in a sealed Envelope and post or hand to the Secretary or the President prior to the 14th July
General Meeting.
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BOAT GROUP REPORT
Boat Group report 11/06/14.
We started the gathering with 17 members
present, including Cameron Young a junior
member and Glenn a visitor who may be
interested in joining at a later date.
Gordon gave a brief update on Peter Knox and
Henry gave a brief update on Les Bennett.
The Monday of Queens Birthday saw 13 boats
on the pond for a pleasant
afternoon's sailing. It was good to see Les there.
It did become
gradually cooler as the wind increased in
strength, much to the delight of
John who was sailing his footy. On the Sunday
of Queens Birthday weekend the footy was
merely coasting along due to the dead calm but
warm afternoon. 6 Boaties turned up for the day.
Our running day saw rain in the morning, with
the sun breaking through by late morning. One
member (Keith) made the most of it on a cool
but sunny afternoon.
Bits On The Table
Keith Murphy brought along a small boat that
he has donated to the club for a Festival Week
prize or whatever.
Gordon Duell had 2 books given to him by
Peter Knox. It was
decided to put these in the library so all members
would have access to
them. Big thanks to Peter.
Henry Gooselink had done the rigging, etc on a
small Americas Cup yacht.
Hamish Tyson brought along the new coaster
vessel that he is working on, showing how he
had fitted in all the necessary parts i.e smoke
generator, a switch for LED lighting, bow
thrusters, speaker, servos, and micro switches,
speed controller motor and cooling etc.
Murray Wright had several small fittings that
he had ordered from overseas to show the
members plus he had also brought along the
tethered car that he has recently completed and
showed several samples of blue metallic paint.
The car so far has received one coat of the paint
and looked great.

Murray Vince is in the process of carving a
dragon and gave a carving
demonstration. It was also interesting to see the
various tools used in
model making.
A quick round of the room had members
updating the group on what is happening in the
various workshops.
To conclude the night we watched a 40 minute
DVD on various methods of bending timber for
planking a model. As with last month DVD on
decking it was very interesting to see
the various methods that can be used to bend
timber to a desired shape.
Next month's meeting will be held down stairs
in the hall, due to the
re-modelling of the kitchen and stairs, and the
subject will be Bits on the Table.
By Henry Goosselink
Group Leader.

Hamish discusses the fit out of his latest model

Another great turnout. Members listen intently
to Hamish’s presentation
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Engineering Group News
Regretably no report received this month,
Ed.

Cameron Young brought along this model built
by his late Grandfather
THURSDAY TOILERS
This band of hardy gentlemen who meet on a
Thursday and carry out the many repair jobs and
maintenance about the grounds and buildings
met for a mid year lunch on Thursday 3rd July.
Turn out was excellent with a total of 29 people
comprising members, wives and partners sitting
down to a nice lunch at the Waterloo.
Many thanks to Bob and Ken whom I understand
were the organisers.
There is now talk of an end of the year meal for
all members. Information on this will be given
closer to the time.
Editor
A Heads Up
Many members have expressed an interest in
having a guest speaker on the subject of
Alzheimer’s at one of our general meetings.
I am pleased to report that Margaret Stevenson
Nurse Manager Birchleigh Dementia Unit is
prepared to visit the club and give a talk on this
wide ranging subject.
To suit her and our own commitments we have
agreed on the October Meeting Monday 13th as
a date.
The invitation is to all members, wives and
partners.
At the end of her presentation Margaret is
willing to answer any questions
Brian
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